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Appendix A

The Blendshape Image Dataset BlendshapeExp

In order to train the blendshape network, we construct a large blendshape image dataset, namely BlendshapeExp. For the
diversity of face expression between human, we collect facial expression behavior of 21 males and 28 females from different
ages (17-36 years old), careers (students, workers and engineers) and races (Chinese, Pakistan and Korea). We record the
databaset with an Intel Realsense camera and use Faceshift studio software [1] for automatic blendshape annotations.
We recorded three sets of videos, including 12 kinds of single action units, 7 categories of expressions (neutral, angry,
disgust, fear, happy, sadness, surprise) and a 30-second clip recording random expressions. All images are captured under
different illuminations and head poses. Figure A1 shows examples of BlendshapeExp images. It can be seen that the
captured image sequences cover the dynamic expression changes. The single action expression of the first set is defined from
Faceshift studio. The meaning of each coefficient is shown in Table A1.
The Faceshift software can automatically annotate these images with blendshape coefficients, but there still exists minor
error labels of blendshape coefficients due to wrongly labelled face landmarks. We manually correct the wrongly labeled
landmarks. After detecting a face region, we align the face image using an affine transformation. In total, We get 297,490
images with ground truth blendshape coefficients. Based on this dataset, we train our blendshape network to regress these
coefficients from a single image. This dataset will be released later and only for research purpose.

Appendix B

Implementation Detail

Our method is based on Caffe [2]. All the datasets are aligned with SDM [3] and resized to the resolution of 96 × 112
pixels.
Since face recognition dataset are more diverse and larger than FER datasets, it is a general practice for FER networks
to be pretrained on face recognition dataset and then finetuned on FER dataset. Pretraining helps to extract more
discriminative face features than using random initialization [4]. In this paper, we use a large face recognition dataset
Webface [5] for pre-training image FER network and blendshape network because of its variety of races, genders, expression,
and ages. The difference among face recognition network, image-based FER network and blenshape network is the dimension
of output. During the finetune stage, the last fully connected layers of image-based FER network and blendshape network
are randomly initialized, and the other layers are all initialized with the weights of pretrained face recognition networks.
After pretraining, we train the image FER and blendshape networks separately. We train the image FER network using
CK+ , Oulu-CASIA or MMI FER dataset. The base learning rate is 0.0001 and the solver optimizer is ADAM [6]. The
momentum is 0.9, and momentum2 is 0.999. The batch size is 256, and the number of maximal iteration is 20,000. In
the training of blendshape network, we use the same initialized parameters as the image FER network, and finetune on
our BlendshapeExp dataset. In Blendshape network, we use Euclidean loss function instead of cross-entropy loss used in
image FER network. The base learning rate is 0.0001, and the optimizer is SGD. The momentum is 0.9, the weight decay
is 0.0005, the batch size is 512, and the maximal iteration is 100,000.
Finally, we concatenate the image FER network and blendshape network for facial expression recognition. We adopt an
end-to-end training for the two-stream network using FER dataset with the cross-entropy loss. All the parameters of our
BlendshapeFERNet are updated with back-propagation. In the training of the two-stream network, the base learning rate
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(a) Simple actions

(b) Basic expressions

(c) Random expressions

Figure A1 Examples of our BlendshapeExp dataset. (a) shows examples of 12 simple actions. (b) shows examples of 7
expressions (angry, disgust, fear, happy, sadness, surprise, neutral). (c) shows examples of random expressions.
is 0.0001, and the solver optimizer is ADAM. The momentum is 0.9, and the momentum2 is 0.999. The maximal iteration
is 20,000, and the batch size is 128.

Appendix C

Experiment Details

In this section, we compare the proposed method with the state of the arts on three publicly available face expression
datasets: Oulu-CASIA, CK+ and MMI, which are typical benchmarks for FER research. In order to analyze its generalization ability on in-the-wild datasets, we also show the comparison on the RAD-DB dataset.

Appendix C.1

Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

CK+ facial expression dataset [21]. This dataset contains 593 sequences from 123 subjects, where 327 sequences with
1,308 images are annotated with eight expression labels such as anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise,
and neutral. Each sequence begins with a neutral face and ends in the peak expression. In experiments, we follow the
standard experiment settings in the previous works. Only the annotated sequences are used for training and testing. The
first frame of these sequences is used as neutral expression, and the last three frames are used as peak expressions. We
choose CK+ for comparison due to the fact that it is very challenging to improve the recognition rate further since the
accuracy of state-of-the-art methods in last three years raises slowly on this dataset (less than 1.3% ranging from 97.3% to
98.6%).
Oulu-CASIA facial expression dataset. This dataset contains videos with the six typical expressions (happiness,
sadness, surprise, anger, fear, disgust) from 80 subjects captured with two imaging systems, NIR (Near Infrared) and VIS
(Visible light), under three different illumination conditions. Like CK+, we only use the first frame as neutral expression
and the last three frames as the peak expressions to build our benchmark set. The total image number is 1,440.
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Table C1 Comparison with the state-of-the-art
method on Oulu-CASIA dataset. Our method
BlendshapeFERNet gets the best accuracy performance, 0.18% higher than the previous best
results with DeRL.
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Table C2 Comparison with the state-of-theart methods on CK+ dataset. Our method
BlendshapeFERNet gets the best accuracy performance, 0.7% higher than the previous best results with FN2EN [4].

Method

Accuracy

Method

Accuracy

AdaLBP [7]

73.54%

CSPL [16]

89.9%

STM-ExpLet [8]

74.59%

3DCNN-DAP [17]

92.4%

Atlases [9]

75.52%

Inception [18]

93.2%

MSCNN [10]

77.67%

STM-ExpLet [8]

94.2%

DTAGN [11]

81.46%

LOMo [12]

95.1%

LOMo [12]

82.10%

MSCNN [10]

95.54%

PPDN [13]

84.59%

BDBN [19]

96.7%

GCNet [14]

86.39%

DeRL [15]

97.3%

FN2EN [4]

87.71%

DTAGN [11]

97.3%

DeRL [15]

88.0%

PPDN [13]

97.3%

ImageFERNet

84.84%

CDLM-frame [20]

97.37%

BlendshapeFERNet

88.18%

FN2EN [4]

98.6%

ImageFERNet

98.6%

BlendshapeFERNet

99.3%

MMI facial expression dataset. MMI dataset contains 205 image sequences with six expressions from only 30 subjects
aged from 19 to 62. Each sequence begins with a weak facial expression, and has the peak expression in the middle of the
sequence. Different from CK+ and Oulu-CASIA dataset, Each sequence ends at a neutral face expression. We use 10-fold
cross-validation for evaluations, which is the same as [10] [8] [11]. This dataset is smaller than the other two datasets,
thus we reduce the number of outputs for all convolutional layers and pooling layers to half.
RAF-DB facial expression dataset. This dataset contains 15,539 real-world images labeled with seven basic emotion
categories including anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and neutral, where 12,271 pictures are training samples and
3,068 ones are testing samples [22].
Evaluation metrics. In the testing stage, our method uses one image as input and predicts its facial expression label.
For the three typical datasets, we use a standard ten-fold subject-independent cross-validation for evaluation in all the
experiments like in [4, 13, 23], i.e. the benchmark set is divided into 10 non-overlapped subsets according to individuals in
subject-independent way, and in each fold, one subset is used for testing while other nine subsets are used for training. For
the RAF-DB dataset, we evaluate the method only on the test set.The average accuracy is used as evaluation metric.
Abbreviations of our models for evaluation. ImageFERNet is our baseline model, and BlendshapeFERNet is the
proposed model.
1. ImageFERNet : It is based upon image-based FER network. During the training stage, all the network parameters
except the last fully connected layer (FC) are pretrained on Webface dataset for face recognition, and the parameters
in the last FC layer are randomly initialized;
2. BlendshapeFERNet : It is a two-stream network shown in Figure 2. During the training stage, all the network
parameters except the last FC layers of image FER and blendshape networks are pretrained on Webface dataset [5],
and the parameters in the last FC layers of image FER and blendshape networks and the FC layer of two stream
FER network are randomly initialized;

Appendix C.2

Performance on Oulu-CASIA dataset

We perform ImageFERNet and BlendshapeFERNet with pre-train respectively in ten-fold cross validation. Table C1 shows
comparison with state-of-the-art FER methods on Oulu-CASIA dataset in terms of the average accuracy of ten-fold. In the
Table C1, FN2EN [4] , PPDN [13], and GCNet [14] are image-based FER approaches, and HOG 3D [24], AdaLBP [7],
STM-ExpLet [8], Atlases [9], DTAGN [11], and LOMo [12] are sequence-based FER approaches, which take the temporal
information for FER inference. From the Table C1, we can see that the BlendshapeFERNet has a significant improvement
compared to baseline network ImageFERNet, and outperforms the state-of-the-art method DeRL [15]. DeRL learns the
expression residue in the middle layers of a generative network by training the network to generate the corresponding neutral
face image for the query image. It needs neutral image of each subject in the dataset for training the generative model to
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Figure C1 Failure cases of facial expression results with our method on Oulu-CASIA dataset. The ground truth expression
labels are below each photo. We can observe that it is very hard to make difference for these photos with angry, disgust,
sad, neural, and happy expressions due to their similar appearance.

de-expression, while our method has no this limit. Moreover, the model size of our method is significantly smaller than that
of the generative model of DeRL.
Figure C2(a) shows the confusion matrix of seven-category problem on Oulu-CASIA dataset, where the horizontal axis
denotes predicted label and the vertical axis denotes ground truth label. From Figure C2(a), we can see that: 1) both
happy and surprise are all correctly classified, while angry, fear and sad have the larger classification error. 2) the wrong
classification only occurs between two labels, for example, all the wrong predictions of neutral samples are sad, and verse
vice, angry is only misclassified as disgust. Figure C1 shows some failure cases. We can observe that it is hard to make a
distinction between the two labels for these photos due to the fact that the expressions implied in the photos are ambiguous.

Appendix C.3

Performance on CK+ dataset

We also perform ImageFERNet and BlendshapeFERNet on CK+ dataset with pre-train in ten-fold cross-validation. Table
C2 shows the comparison with state-of-the-art FER methods. We can see that our baseline network ImageFERNet has
an equal accuracy, 98.6%, with the current state of the art FN2EN [4], and the BlendshapeFERNet achieves the peak
accuracy, 99.3%, which wins the FN2EN with a gain of 0.7%. FN2EN uses a large face network which is trained on a face
recognition task to guide a small network to capture expression information. This is similar to our pre-training on face
recognition dataset. But with the facial muscle action aware features from the blendshape stream, our method achieves a
higer accuracy.
Figure C2(b) is the confusion matrix on CK+ dataset, where the horizontal axis denotes predicted label and the vertical
axis denotes ground truth label. We can observe that all labels except angry label are perfectly classified, only 3.03% of
the testing samples of angry label are misclassified as disgust expression. These two labels are closely related in semantics,
and thus expressions for these two labels can be ambiguous.

Appendix C.4

Performance on MMI dataset

Table C3 compares the performance of our models of ImageFERNet and BlendshapeFERNet with current state-of-the-art
methods. Because of the small size of the dataset, it is very difficult to train a deep neural network. So we reduce the
size of the net to half of its scale. From the table, we can see our ImageFRENet nearly matches the state of the art
MSCNN with an accuracy 76.77%, and BlendshapeFERNet, achieves an accuracy, 79.27%, which wins the MSCNN with a
gain of 2.22%. MSCNN uses both expression recognition and vertification signals as supervision to increase the variations
of different expressions and reduce the variations of within-expression features, while our method improves discriminant
capability of the features by using blendhsape. Our method is more effective owning to the muscle action information
implied in blendshape. Figure C6 in section Appendix C.6 shows the inter-class distance is increased and intra-class
distanceis reduced.
Figure C3(a) shows the confusion matrix of BlendshapeFERNet on MMI. We can observe that: 1) It is also easy to
recognize happy and surprise expressions as the other two datasets. 2) Fear is more prone to be misclassified than other
expressions, and the accuracy is only 32.5%. The predicted labels are confused with all the other categories. 3) There are
several samples misclassified as neutral for all categories of expression. We find that the intensity of the expressions of this
dataset is relatively low, which results in a low inter-class discrimination. Moreover, fear samples is only about 10% of the
dataset, and few number of fear samples can also lead to relatively low accuracy performance of the fear expression. Figure
C4 shows several failure cases.
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(a) Oulu-CASIA

(b) CK+

Figure C2 Confusion matrix.Deeper color means higher accuracy. (a) shows confusion matrix of results using our method
on Oulu-CASIA dataset. Our method performs well in recognizing neutral, happy and surprise expression, while it is harder
to make difference among angry, disgust and sad. (b) shows Confusion matrix of results using our method on CK+ dataset.
Our method performs well in recognizing all the expressions.

(a) MMI

(b) RAF-DB

Figure C3 Confusion matrix.Deeper color means higher accuracy. (a) shows confusion matrix of MMI of the sevencategory FER problem. Our method performs well in recognizing neutral, happy and surprise, while it is hard to make
difference among fear, disgust and angry expressions. (b) shows confusion matrix of RAF-DB dataset of the seven-category
FER problem. Our method performs wel in recognizing happy, surprise and neutral expression.

Appendix C.5

Performance on RAF-DB dataset

Tabel C4 shows the results of our models and current state-of-the-art methods. We can see that the accuracy of our models
are less than that of the state-of-the-art method [28]. [28] learns the second-order statistics by covariance pooling, which are
considered to be able to capture the widely existed regional facial distortions in real world face expressions, while our model
only uses spatial pooling to learn the first-order statistics even though blendshape implies facial muscle actions. In the
future, we will also try to learn the second-order statistics in blendshape for a possible improvement. Whatever, leveraging
the 3D blendshape indeed can boost the baseline network ImageFERNet.
C3(b) shows the confusion matrix of BlendshapeFERNet on RAF-DB. We can observe that: 1) It is also easy to recognize
happy and surprise expressions as the other three datasets. 2) Fear and disgust are more prone to be misclassified than other
expressions, and the accuracy are only 48.75% and 50%. The predicted labels are confused with all the other categories
because the data is heavily imbalanced, i.e. the data size of the two categories is only one seventh of the samples of happy.
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Table C3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods Table C4 Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods
on MMI dataset. Our method BlendshapeFERNet gets the on RAF-DB dataset. BlendshapeFERNet is 0.5% higher
best accuracy performance, 2.2% higher than the previous than ImageFERNet
best results with MSCNN [10]. AUFERNet is discussed in
section Appendix C.6.
Method
Accuracy

Method

Accuracy

CSPL [16]

73.53%

STM-ExpLet [8]

75.12%

3DCNN [17]

53.2%

3DCNN-DAP [17]

63.4%

DTAGN [11]

70.24%

DeRL [15]

73.23%

MSCNN [10]

77.05%

ImageFERNet

76.77%

AUFERNet

77.48%

BlendshapeFERNet

79.27%

POOF [25]

71.2%

Boosting-POOF [26]

73.19%

ResNet(image) [27]

80%

Cov. Pooling [28]

87%

ImageFERNet

82.54%

BlendshapeFERNet

83.05%

Figure C4 Failure cases of facial expression results with our method on MMI dataset. The ground truth expression
labels are below each photo. We can observe that it is very hard to make difference for these photos with fear and angry
expressions due to their similar appearance.

Appendix C.6

Ablation Study

Effect of blendshape for FER. In order to evaluate the impact of blendshape for FER, we compare the baseline
network ImageFERNet with BlendshapeFERNet, which integrates blendshape feature with ImageFERNet. From Table C1,
Table C2, Table C3 and Tabel C4, we observe that the accuracy of the BlendshapeFERNet is higher than that of the
baseline network for all the three datasets, and the improvement is more significant for the Oulu-CASIA and MMI datasets.
Figure C5 shows several examples of Oulu-CASIA, CK+, and MMI dataset. These images are wrongly classified with
ImageFERNet, while they can be successfully classified with our BlendshapeFERNet. This experiment validates that 3D
blendshape and our BlendshapeFERNet can enhance the FER performance.
We further give an in-depth analysis on
the features learned by the CNN using t-SNE (t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding) [29]. Figure C6 shows
the features of the last fully connected layer of ImageFerNet and BlendshapeNet using t-SNE. Each point represents an
image projected from the 128-dimensional output of the last fully connected layer into two dimensions. We can see that
the inter-class distance between extracted features by BlendshapeFERNet is larger than that by ImageFERNet, and the
intra-class distance between the extracted features by BlendshapeFERNet is smaller than that by ImageFERNet. Therefore,
BlendshapeFERNet can extract more effective features than ImageFERNet on the used datasets.
Comparison between blendshape and AUs.
We replace the blendshape stream with an AU stream in the BlendshapeFERNet. Following the same procedure as
BlendshapeFERNet, we first trained the AU stream to regress labels on DISFA dataset [30], which is annotated with 6-level
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AU intensity for 12 AUs, and consists of 27 sequences from 27 subjects watching videos. In our experiment, we randomly
select 3 subjects as test set and others as training set for AU regression. Then we conbine the AU stream with image stream,
denoted as AUFERNet, and train it on MMI dataset. The result is shown in Table C3. Compared with ImageFERNet, it
only gets 0.7% gain, while our BlendshapeFERNet gets 2.5% gain. What blendshape coefficients decrible is continuous facial
muscle action,while AUs only decrible disctete action intensities,i.e.six discrete values (0 to 5). Therefore, the blendshapes
provide more effective representations for facial expressions than AUs.
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Blendshape coefficient description. The range of blendshape coefficients are within [0,1]

Blendshape

Description

EyeBLink L ( EyeBLink R )

Left ( right ) eye blink

EyeSquint L ( EyeSquint R )

Left ( right ) eye squint

Eye Down L ( Eye Down R )

Left ( right ) eye down

EyeIn L ( EyeIn R )
EyeOpen L (EyeOpen R )
EyeOut L ( EyeOut R )
EyeUp L ( EyeUp R )
BrowsD L ( BrowsD R )
BrowsU C
BrowsU L ( BrowsU R )
Jaw Open
LipsTogether
JawLeft ( JawRight )
JawFwd

Left ( right ) eye in
Left ( right ) eye is open
Left ( right ) eye out
Left ( right ) eye up
Left ( right ) brow down
Brows up
Left ( right ) brow up
Jaw open
Lips together
Jaw turns left ( right )
Jaw turns forward

LipsUpperUp L ( LipsUpperUp R )

Left ( right ) upper lip turns up

LipsLowerDown L ( LipsLowerDown R )

Left ( right ) lower lip turns up

LipsUpperClose ( LipsLowerClose )
MouthSmile L ( MouthSmile R )
MouthDimple L ( MouthDimple R )

Upper ( lower ) lip close
Left ( right ) lip Corner Puller
Left ( right ) dimple

Lips Stretch L ( Lips Stretch R )

Lips stretch to left ( right )

MouthFrown L ( MouthFrown R )

Left ( right ) mouth frown

MouthPress L ( MouthPress R)

Left ( right ) mouth press

LipsPucker

Lips pucker

LipsFunnel

Lips funnel

MouthLeft ( MouthRight )
ChinLowerRaise ( ChinUpperRaise )
Sneer L ( Sneer R )
Puff
CheekSquint L ( CheekSquint R )

Mouth turns left (right)
Lower ( upper ) chin raiser
Left ( right) sneer
puff
Left ( right ) cheek squint
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Figure C5 Showcase of randomly sampled examples of Oulu-CASIA, CK+, and MMI dataset which are wrongly classified
with only ImageFERNet and successfully classified with BlendshapeFERNet.
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(a) CK+ ImageFERNet

(b) CK+ BlendshapeFERNet

(c) Oulu-CASIA ImageFERNet

(d) Oulu-CASIA BlendshapeFERNet

(e) MMI ImageFERNet

(f) MMI BlendshapeFERNet

(g) RAF ImageFERNet
Figure C6

(h) RAF BlendshapeFERNet

Visualization of the outputs of the last FC layer, using t-SNE [29].

